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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about the longer route-filter match type? 

A. All routes within the specified prefix that are longer than or equal to the given prefix are considered a match. 

B. All routes within the specified prefix that are longer or equal to the given prefix up to a defined acceptable prefix
length are considered a match. 

C. All routes within the specified prefix that are longer than the given prefix up to a defined acceptable prefix length are
considered a match. 

D. All routes within the specified prefix that are longer than the given prefix are considered a match. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are in configuration mode at the top of the hierarchy. You need to abort the changes that you have made and start
again with a fresh copy of the active configuration. Which command should you use to accomplish this task? 

A. rollback 0 

B. load active 

C. reset config 

D. clear candidate config 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements about subnet masks are true? (Choose two.) 

A. If a bit is turned on (1), the corresponding bit in the IP address is used for the host portion. 

B. If a bit is turned off (0), the corresponding bit in the IP address is used for the host portion. 

C. If a bit is turned on (1), the corresponding bit in the IP address is used for the network prefix. 

D. If a bit is turned off (0), the corresponding bit in the IP address is used for the network prefix. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4
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What is the default location of the primary syslog file on Junos devices? 

A. /var/log/ 

B. /var/tmp/ 

C. /var/home/ 

D. /var/db/ 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Referring to the exhibit, which command was issued to generate the output? 

A. show chassis environment 

B. show chassis hardware 

C. show chassis routing-engine 

D. show chassis fpc 

Correct Answer: A 
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